Abstract. On any timelike surface with zero mean curvature in the four-dimensional Minkowski space we introduce special geometric (canonical) parameters and prove that the Gauss curvature and the normal curvature of the surface satisfy a system of two natural partial differential equations. Conversely, any two solutions to this system determine a unique (up to a motion) timelike surface with zero mean curvature so that the given parameters are canonical. We find all timelike surfaces with zero mean curvature in the class of rotational surfaces of Moore type. These examples give rise to a one-parameter family of solutions to the system of natural partial differential equations describing timelike surfaces with zero mean curvature.
Introduction
Studying minimal surfaces in the four-dimensional Euclidean space R 4 , Itoh proved in [8] that any minimal non-superconformal surface M 2 admits locally special isothermal parameters. On the base of this result, de Azevero Tribuzy and Guadalupe proved in [2] the following:
The Gauss curvature K and the curvature of the normal connection κ (the normal curvature) of a minimal non-superconformal surface, parameterized by special isothermal parameters, satisfy the following system of partial differential equations:
∆ ln |κ + K| = 2(2K + κ). Conversely, any solution (K, κ) to system (1) determines uniquely (up to a motion in R 4 ) a minimal non-superconformal surface with Gauss curvature K and normal curvature κ.
In the present paper we study the local theory of timelike surfaces with zero mean curvature in the four-dimensional Minkowski space R 4 1 . In Section 3 we introduce (Theorem 3.4) special isothermal parameters (canonical parameters) on any timelike surface with zero mean curvature free of flat points and clear the geometric nature of these parameters.
Using Theorem 3.4, we prove the fundamental Theorem 5.1, which states as follows: Let M 2 be a timelike surface with zero mean curvature free of flat points. If M 2 is parameterized by canonical parameters, then the Gauss curvature K and the normal curvature κ satisfy the system of natural partial differential equations:
Conversely, any solution (K, κ) to the above system, determines a unique (up to a motion in R 4 1 ) timelike surface with zero mean curvature free of flat points with Gauss curvature K and normal curvature κ. Moreover the given parameters are canonical for this surface.
In order to apply the above results, we consider the class of timelike rotational surfaces of Moore type. In Section 4 we find the meridian curves of all timelike rotational surfaces of Moore type with zero mean curvature. We note that for this class of surfaces the functions K and κ are only functions of one variable.
In the last section we make a survey of the background systems of partial differential equations describing surfaces with zero mean curvature in R 4 or R 
Preliminaries
Let R 4 1 be the four-dimensional Minkowski space endowed with the metric , of signature (3, 1) and Oe 1 e 2 e 3 e 4 be a fixed orthonormal coordinate system in R 1 is said to be spacelike if , induces a Riemannian metric g on M 2 . Thus at each point p of a spacelike surface M 2 we have the following decomposition
with the property that the restriction of the metric , onto the tangent space T p M 2 is of signature (2, 0) , and the restriction of the metric , onto the normal space N p M 2 is of signature (1, 1) .
A surface M 2 in R 4 1 is said to be timelike if the induced metric g on M 2 is a metric with index 1, i.e. at each point p of a timelike surface M 2 we have the following decomposition
with the property that the restriction of the metric , onto the tangent space T p M 2 is of signature (1, 1) , and the restriction of the metric , onto the normal space N p M 2 is of signature (2, 0) .
Denote by ∇ ′ and ∇ the Levi Civita connections on R ∇
which define the second fundamental tensor σ, the normal connection D and the shape operator A ξ with respect to ξ. The mean curvature vector field H of the surface M 2 is defined as H = 1 2 tr σ. Thus, if M 2 is a spacelike surface and {x, y} is a local orthonormal frame of the tangent bundle, the mean curvature vector field is y) ), where {x, y} is a local orthonormal frame of the tangent bundle such that x, x = −1, y, y = 1. We shall study timelike surfaces with zero mean curvature, i.e. H = 0 at each point.
Fundamental theorem for timelike surfaces with zero mean curvature
In the local theory of surfaces in Euclidean space a statement of significant importance is a theorem of Bonnet-type giving the natural conditions under which the surface is determined up to a motion. In this section we shall introduce canonical parameters on each timelike surface free of flat points with H = 0 and using the canonical parameters we shall prove a fundamental theorem of Bonnet-type for the class of timelike surfaces with zero mean curvature free of flat points.
be a local parametrization on a timelike surface in R 
We choose an orthonormal frame field {e 1 , e 2 } of the normal bundle, i.e. e 1 , e 1 = 1, e 2 , e 2 = 1, e 1 , e 2 = 0. Then we have the following derivative formulas: ∇ .
The condition ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 = ∆ 3 = 0 characterizes points at which the space {σ(x, y) : x, y ∈ T p M 2 } is one-dimensional. In [3] , [4] , and [5] we called such points flat points of the surface. These points are analogous to flat points in the theory of surfaces in R 3 . In [9] and [10] such points are called inflection points. The notion of an inflection point is introduced for 2-dimensional surfaces in a 4-dimensional affine space A 4 . E. Lane [9] has shown that every point of a surface in A 4 is an inflection point if and only if the surface is developable or lies in a 3-dimensional space. Further we consider timelike surfaces free of flat points, i.e.
∈ D be a timelike surface free of flat points with zero mean curvature, i.e. H = 0 at each point. Without loss of generality we assume that the parametrization is orthogonal (F = 0) and denote the unit vector fields
The mean curvature vector field is H = 1 2 (−σ(x, x) + σ(y, y)). Since H = 0 then σ(x, x) = σ(y, y) and we have the following decompositions:
where a, b, c, d are functions on M 2 . The assumption that M 2 is free of flat points implies
Let {x, y} be another orthonormal tangent frame field, given by
Then the corresponding functions a, b, c, d are expressed as follows:
We shall find a local orthonormal tangent frame field {x, y}, defined in
Equalities (2) imply
Since M 2 is free of flat points
Finally we obtain that at any point of a timelike surface free of flat points with H = 0 we can introduce a special tangent frame field {x, y} and a special normal frame field {n 1 , n 2 }, such that (4) σ(x, x) = ν n 1 ;
where ν = σ(x, x), n 1 , µ = σ(x, y), n 2 . Since M 2 is free of flat points, νµ = 0. The tangent directions determined by the tangent vector fields x and y we call canonical directions of the surface. The canonical directions are uniquely determined at any point of a timelike surface with H = 0 free of flat points. Obviously, the normal frame field {n 1 , n 2 } is also uniquely determined by the canonical tangents, and the functions ν, µ are geometric functions (invariants) of the surface. We call this orthonormal frame field {x, y, n 1 , n 2 } the geometric frame field of M 2 . With respect to the geometric frame field {x, y, n 1 , n 2 } we have the following Frenettype derivative formulas of M 2 :
where
We shall use the following terminology: the integral lines of the canonical tangent directions are said to be the canonical lines; any parameters (u, v) of M 2 generating canonical parametric lines are said to be semi-canonical parameters. It is clear that semi-canonical parameters are determined up to changes of the following form:
The functions ν, µ, γ 1 , γ 2 , β 1 , β 2 in the Frenet-type formulas (5) are invariants of the surface M 2 determined by the canonical tangent directions.
Using the Gauss and Codazzi equations from (5) we obtain the following equalities for the invariants of M 2 :
The Gauss curvature of M 2 is K = σ(x, x), σ(y, y) − σ(x, y), σ(x, y) . Hence, using (4) we get
Proposition 3.1. Let M 2 be a timelike surface with zero mean curvature free of flat points. Then at each point of the surface the Gauss curvature K is non-zero.
Proof: Suppose that K = 0, i.e. µ 2 = ν 2 . From the first four equalities of (6) we get β 1 = β 2 = 0. Then the last equality of (6) implies νµ = 0, which contradicts the assumption that M 2 is free of flat points.
The curvature of the normal connection (the normal curvature) of M 2 is given by the formula κ = R ⊥ (x, y)n 2 , n 1 , where R ⊥ (x, y) stands for the normal curvature operator:
Using (5) and (6) we obtain that
Note that νµ = 0 since M 2 is free of flat points. Thus the following statement holds true.
Proposition 3.2. Let M 2 be a timelike surface with zero mean curvature free of flat points. Then at each point of the surface the curvature of the normal connection κ is non-zero.
Using that
The canonical parameters are special isothermal parameters of the surface.
Theorem 3.4. Any timelike surface with zero mean curvature free of flat points locally admits canonical parameters.
Proof: Let M 2 be a timelike surface with H = 0 free of flat points. We assume that M 2 is parameterized by semi-canonical parameters (u, v). From equalities (6), using that
On the other hand, γ 1 = y(ln
which imply that E µ 2 + ν 2 does not depend on v, and G µ 2 + ν 2 does not depend on u. Hence, there exist functions ϕ(u) > 0 and ψ(v) > 0, such that
Under the following change of the parameters:
i.e. the parameters (u, v) are canonical. Now let M 2 : z = z(u, v), (u, v) ∈ D be a timelike surface with H = 0 free of flat points and (u, v) be canonical parameters, i.e.
Then the functions γ 1 , γ 2 , β 1 and β 2 are expressed as follows:
The last two equalities of (6) imply the following partial differential equations:
∂v 2 is the hyperbolic Laplace operator. Now we shall prove the fundamental theorem of Bonnet-type for the class of timelike surfaces with zero mean curvature free of flat points. 
Let {x 0 , y 0 , (n 1 ) 0 , (n 2 ) 0 } be an orthonormal frame at a point p 0 ∈ R Proof:
arctan µ ν u . We consider the following system of partial differential equations for the unknown vector functions
(10)
We denote
Then system (10) can be rewritten in the form:
The integrability conditions of (11) are
where a j i and b j i are the elements of the matrices A and B. Using the expressions of E, G, γ 1 , γ 2 , β 1 , β 2 in terms of µ, ν and equalities (9) we obtain that the integrability conditions (12) are fulfilled. Hence, there exist a subset D 1 ⊂ D and unique vector functions
, which satisfy system (10) and the initial conditions
We shall prove that x(u, v), y(u, v), n 1 (u, v), n 2 (u, v) form an orthonormal frame in R 
ϕ 2 = y, y − 1; ϕ 6 = x, n 1 ; ϕ 9 = y, n 2 ; (10), we obtain the system (13)
where α 
of partial differential equations for the vector function z(u, v). Using that x(u, v) and y(u, v) satisfy (10) we get that the integrability conditions z uv = z vu of system (14) 
; u ∈ J ⊂ R be a smooth curve in RIf α = 0, β = 1 and x 3 (u) = 0 (or x 4 (u) = 0) one gets a rotational surface of hyperbolic type:
It is an orbit of a smooth curve under the action of the orthogonal transformations of R 4 1 which leave the spacelike plane Oe 1 e 2 point-wise fixed. A local classification of spacelike rotational surfaces of hyperbolic type with vanishing or lightlike mean curvature vector field is given in [6] . A classification of all timelike and spacelike hyperbolic rotational surfaces with non-zero constant mean curvature in the three-dimensional de Sitter space S 3 1 is given in [11] . Similarly, a classification of the spacelike and timelike Weingarten rotational surfaces in S 3 1 is found in [12] .
In [5] we considered a special class of spacelike surfaces in the Minkowski space R parameterized by
where f (u) and g(u) are smooth functions, satisfying We shall consider the timelike case and we shall find all timelike rotational surface of Moore type with zero mean curvature.
Let M 2 be the surface parameterized by
where f (u) and g(u) are smooth functions, satisfying
v ∈ [0; 2π), and α, β are positive constants, α = β. The coefficients of the first fundamental form of M 2 are
Hence, M 2 is a timelike surface. We consider the following normal frame field of M 2 :
(βg sin αv, −βg cos αv, αf cosh βv, αf sinh βv).
We have that n 1 , n 1 = 1, n 2 , n 2 = 1, n 1 , n 2 = 0. Denoting
, we obtain geometric frame field {x, y, n 1 , n 2 }.
Note that the constant A satisfies the inequality A > α 2 f 2 , since f ′ 2 > 0.
Integrating the last equality we obtain
Calculating the integrals we get
In such a way we find all timelike rotational surfaces of Moore type with H = 0. They are described in the following Theorem 4.2. The timelike rotational surface of Moore type has zero mean curvature if and only if the meridian curve is given by the formula
The timelike rotational surface of Moore type with H = 0 gives us a solution to system (9) . Indeed, if we denote ϕ = εα β ln βg + β 2 g 2 + A + C, then the meridian curve of the corresponding rotational surface M 
The parameters (u, v) are not canonical, since
In terms of the parameters (u, v) the functions µ and ν of M 0 2 are expressed as follows:
Let us consider the following change of the parameters:
i.e. (u, v) are canonical parameters of the surface M 0 2 . Consequently, the functions µ = µ(u(u)) and ν = ν(u(u)) are solutions to system (9).
Conclusion
In Section 3 we proved that any timelike surface with H = 0 free of flat points is determined up to a motion in R 4 1 by two invariant functions µ and ν satisfying a system of two partial differential equations, namely system (9) .
Using equalities (7) and (8) we can express the geometric functions µ and ν of a minimal timelike surface in terms of the Gauss curvature K and the curvature of the normal connection κ as follows:
So equalities (9) can be rewritten as
Then the fundamental theorem for timelike surfaces with zero mean curvature can be stated in terms of the Gauss curvature K and the curvature of the normal connection κ as follows:
Theorem 5.1. Let K(u, v) = 0 and κ(u, v) = 0 be two smooth functions, defined in a domain D, D ⊂ R 2 , and satisfying the equalities
Then there exists a unique (up to a motion in R The study of timelike surfaces with H = 0 free of flat points is equivalent to the study of the solutions of system (24).
In Section 4 we proved that the geometric functions µ = µ(u(u)) and ν = ν(u(u)) of the timelike rotational surface M 0 2 give a solution (µ, ν) to system (9) . Hence, the functions K(u) = ν 2 (u) − µ 2 (u) and κ(u) = −2ν(u)µ(u) give a solution (K, κ) to system (23). Then we can find a solution (X, Y ) to system (24).
In [1] it is proved that the spacelike surfaces with H = 0 in Minkowski space R Thus the study of spacelike surfaces with zero mean curvature free of flat points is equivalent to the study of solutions of system (26).
The spacelike rotational surfaces of Moore type with two-dimensional meridians generate a one-parameter family of solutions to system (26) similarly to the considerations in Section 4.
System (1) obtained by de Azevedo Tribuzy and Guadalupe [2] for minimal nonsuperconformal surfaces in the Euclidean space R 4 can be rewritten in the form:
Substituting K = e 2X cosh Y ; κ = e 2X sinh Y , system (27) takes the form (28) ∆X = 2e X cosh Y ; ∆Y = 2e X sinh Y.
The general rotational surfaces of Moore in Euclidean space R 4 with meridians lying in two-dimensional planes generate a one-parameter family of solutions to system (28).
Hence, the background systems of partial differential equations for surfaces with zero mean curvature in R 4 and R 
